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Capriza Helps RPC Compress Approval
Times by a Factor of 4, Enabling Real-Time
Financial Compliance Reporting
Industry

Key Business Applications

Benefits

Oil and gas

PeopleSoft, Workday

Faster compliance time, better financial visibility,
dramatically reduced procure-to-payment cycle times

RPC IS A publicly-held oilfield services
company. In any given week, the
company has employees working at
hundreds of sites completing and
maintaining oil wells. To carry out the
work, RPC employees need significant
amounts of materials. For instance, one
well alone can require two million pounds
of sand. Approving the vast amount of
POs can be a nightmare for managers
who spend their time in the field away
from their computers.

These purchase orders need to be
recorded for SOX compliance. Managers
would often wait for multiple days until
they had several approvals to complete,
and would work on their approvals in the
evenings or on the weekends when they
were in front of their computers.
One district manager, whose division
at its peak generated $45-$50 million
in revenue per month, spent 33 hours
in a single month approving over 800

“The administrators in the company
are used to using PeopleSoft. It’s not
quick, not easy, so field managers
resent using it. We needed to make it
as simple to use for field managers
as shopping online.”
purchase orders. “We needed to be able
to capture PO approvals when managers
are in the field,” said Kent Lyon, VP of
Finance for RPC.
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The Capriza Solution
RPC was able to arm their managers with a Capriza-built mobile application for approving POs. Capriza simplified the approval
process and leveraged notifications for a single list of approvals with the ability to respond with a swipe. The intuitive mobile
app had immediate adoption and required no user training. Approvals that once took more than two minutes to complete in
PeopleSoft, now take a mere 30 seconds from the field – a 4X improvement in time savings.

Expediting Approvals Improves:

Procure-to-Pay
Cycle Times

Reduction of
After-the-Fact POs

SOX Compliance

Financial Visibility

Field Manager
Engagement

“The cumulative impact of approvals across the entire organization took a major
toll on our productivity, and created significant operational drag. With Capriza,
we’ve been able to eliminate that burden and reduce approval cycle times by more
than 75%.”
Kent Lyon, VP of Finance, RPC

About Capriza

Contact Us

Capriza is the first platform to elegantly extract and beautifully simplify approvals from
your company’s core applications. We make cumbersome approvals of all types fast and
easy, helping to speed decision-making by up to 70%, while dramatically improving the
quality of those decisions.

We’d love to hear from you.
Please reach out to us for
more information and a demo.

Capriza helps enterprises such as Autodesk, PepsiCo, Harman International and many
others reduce costs, remove bottlenecks, save time, improve compliance and increase
employee satisfaction.
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